Exercise: Overstatements

Replace the overstatements below with a more moderate and correct equivalent.

1. **No woman in ancient Greece ever** spoke up or even appeared in public.

   Use the right (or down) arrow key to see the answer/s

   **Ancient Greek law forbade women from** speaking or even appearing in public assemblies.
Exercise: Overstatements

Replace the overstatements below with a more moderate and correct equivalent.

2. The only thing any historian needs to know about the Huns is that they had no arts or literature, much less history.

Use the right (or down) arrow key to see the answer/s

An important thing for historians to recognize about the Huns is that they supported military arts, like horsemanship, over literature and written history.
Exercise: Overstatements

Replace the overstatements below with a more moderate and correct equivalent.

3. Even after conquering a foreign country, the Egyptians would never station soldiers for long outside the Nile valley.

Use the right (or down) arrow key to see the answer/s

Even after conquering a foreign country, the Egyptians rarely exerted long-term military authority beyond the boundaries of their homeland.